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BREAKING RULES
Finding Jesus in spite of myself.
Cameron Van Kooten Laughead

SYNOD STUDIES SEXUAL ETHICS
How can we use the whole Bible to better understand our created sexuality?

I TRIED TO FOLLOW THE RULES. I
was born into the CRC and spent
the first 18 years of my life as a
member of the same congregation in my Midwestern-Dutch
hometown. Rules were in my
blood. Whether spoken or not,
there seemed to be plenty of
them. There were church rules.
Go twice on Sunday. Never miss
youth group on Wednesday. No
coffee-time juice in the narthex
or sanctuary. And home rules.
No fighting. Don’t swear. Don’t
leave clothes on the floor next to
the hamper!
There were rules for going
to friends’ houses and rules for
interacting with adults. Rules for
how to behave at school. Rules
for what to wear. Rules for what
to say. Most of the time, I followed the rules pretty well.
Of course, I didn’t grow up in
some fascist legalistic community. The rules were well intended

DESPERATE PRAYERS
At 12 years old, I realized I was
gay. The memory of lying awake
in bed and finally “coming out”
to myself is sharp in my mind. I
didn’t fully understand then, but
I knew I was attracted to boys in
the way people assumed I should
be attracted to girls, and I knew
that was “gay.” With the faith of
a child, I prayed hard that night
and many after.
“I don’t want this. I didn’t ask
for this!”
“Please let me like girls.”
“Let me be a normal boy! God.
. . please.”
Not unusually, I cried myself to sleep. My begging was
Continued on page 2

Al Wolters
SYNOD 2016 OF THE CRC, IN RESPONSE TO MULTIPLE OVERTURES, appointed a study committee which received the somewhat cumbersome
designation: “Committee to Articulate a Foundation-laying Biblical
Theology of Human Sexuality.” Besides articulating the fundamental
teaching of the Bible regarding human sexuality, it was “to provide
concise yet clear ethical guidelines for what constitutes a holy and
healthy Christian sexual life.” Given the magnitude of this task, the
committee was given five years to do its work with the proviso that
an interim report would be presented to Synod 2019 to allow synod
“to dialogue with and provide feedback to the committee.” It is this
interim report which is now published in the Agenda of Synod 2019. It
consists of basically four parts: (1) a tentative preamble to the report,
(2) a tentative summary of a biblical theology of human sexuality, (3)
a description of the committee’s tentative plans for completion of the
final report, and (4) a copy of the so-called Great Lakes Catechism on

and meant to lovingly guide each
of us through the chaos of childhood into the responsibilities of
adulthood. To my surprise, one
of the rules proved impossible to
keep.

Marriage and Sexuality, which
was recently produced for the Reformed Church of America.
The Preamble starts with some
real-life vignettes of people in
the CRC and their struggles and
questions related to sexuality.
This is followed by a depiction
of the stark contrast that exists
between sex as God meant it to be
as a good creational gift and the
way that gift has been pervasively
tainted and distorted by human
sinfulness – not only in the world,
but also in the church, especially
Continued on page 3
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RULES CONTINUED
fruitless and God seemed silent.
Where was he? I’d spent long
enough in the church to know he
was never supposed to let me go.
The Heidelberg Catechism had
assured me that whether in life or
death, my comfort was in knowing I belonged body and soul to
my faithful saviour. What? Here
I was feeling like I didn’t belong.
Where was my “faithful saviour?”
Was this the line the Heidelberg
writers forgot to annotate, that I
could belong body and soul as
long as my body was straight and
my soul untroubled? I had followed all the big rules. I tried to
be good. Where was he?
My church and pastor taught
good Christian Reformed doctrine. I knew about grace and
about the salvation that comes
despite our sinful natures. Nevertheless, I was terrified. How is the
grace of Jesus realized to a child
who fears that their very being is
the sin? How does one feel truly
secure, when amidst all the normal trials of early adolescence,
they fear their un-chosen identity
has inadvertently damned them?
My parents learned of my secret broken rule early on. Now
my time at home was spent trying to avoid my mom’s crying
and my dad’s unreadable silence.
I know it was difficult for them.
They had worked incredibly hard
to raise a happy, healthy, faithful
family. Now they had a gay kid.
What gives, God?
Pushing my faith away then
was among the easier decisions
I’ve made. Entering high school,
I tried at every turn to reject whatever a “personal faith” meant. I
didn’t have a choice in the Chris-

tian school or church services
my parents chose for our family,
but I didn’t have to engage with
it. Why would I want to? Many
(certainly not all) of my Christian school peers were deeply
unkind and it seemed like the
teachers were turning a blind eye.
My group of misfit friends and
I were verbally harassed, physically threatened, and repeatedly
singled out, all within a proudly
Christian school and community.
So, I kept my head down, followed only the outwardly visible
rules and got through high school
as best I could.
FAITHFUL DISRUPTIONS
In hindsight, I can see that despite the silence, God was around.
I don’t have any other good way
to explain why I chose to do
some of the things I did. I wanted nothing to do with faith, but
I voluntarily went to a program
at Calvin Seminary right before
college. I wanted out of my conservative town, but chose to go to
an RCA college across the street
from where I grew up. What was
I thinking? Despite my best efforts, God’s mysterious grace
persisted.
Right about then, when I had
comfortably removed faith from
my life, God came screeching
back into it. Not through Campus Ministry mission trips or
chapel services or Bible studies
in the dorm lounge. Of all places,
I heard God again at General
Synod. Because I was both an
RCA college student and gay, the
school invited me to be a youth
delegate to the 2012 RCA General Synod. It was widely known
that the agenda that year would
focus on LGBTQ inclusion in the

For further reading on
LGBTQ inclusion in the
church:
Generous Spaciousness: Responding to Gay
Christians in the Church by Wendy VanderWal-Gritter
Torn and Talking Across the Divide by Justin
Lee
Does Jesus Really Love Me?: A Gay Christian’s Pilgrimage in Search of God in America
by Jeff Chu
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for the difficult Synod ahead. For
the first time in my life, I was in a
Christian space in which I didn’t
feel shunned for my sexual orientation. These were teachers, ministers and elders who had done
deep, good theological searching
and concluded that the rulebook
I was given at birth, the one that
said I could be Christian or gay,
wasn’t necessarily the right set of
rules. Within moments, the wall
I’d built between myself and
the faith of my upbringing came
tumbling down.
It’s been seven years since that
first General Synod when I met
God again. Since then, I’ve become reacquainted with faith and
met a radically different Jesus
than the respectable white guy
from the stained glass window in
my childhood church. Jesus was
a rebel and a rule-breaker. I’d
heard the stories of Jesus flipping
tables in the temple or stopping
the stoning of the woman caught
in adultery, but I don’t know that
it ever clicked just how radical
that was. In the eyes of his society, he was quite literally a criminal whose penchant for breaking
laws and preaching love ultimately lead to his death.
Following that example, I’m
trying to preach love. Every day,
though often difficult, I’m joining
the struggle to make sure the next
generation isn’t forced to choose
between their God-given identities and their faith. I don’t have
any formal seminary training;
there are others who can more
adequately argue the nuances
and pitfalls hidden in translating
the original Greek and Hebrew
texts of the Bible. That’s not my
mission. My mission is to love. I
hope to continue passing on that
new set of rules I was handed
church. I agreed; I was studying nonprofit management and thought if seven years ago and to introduce
nothing else, this would be an interesting lesson in large-scale organ- people to the rule-breaking Jesus
izational board governance.
that my literalist NIV upbringing
It’s hard not to laugh at how wrong I was. Sure, it was interesting, didn’t adequately acknowledge. I
but it was also an absolute mess. Delegates yelled at each other from invite you to understand Jesus as
the microphones. People booed. A denominational leader cried from a rule-breaker, too. I’m glad I did.
the dais. It wasn’t pretty.
He saved my faith.
God’s return didn’t come during the upbeat worship music we sang
each morning. It wasn’t when prayers or angry accusations came from
Cameron Van Kooten
the microphones, or when long reports were made against dramatic
Laughead
blue backlighting. God showed up on an outdoor plaza during an ice
Cameron finally stopped trycream social, looking a lot like a middle-aged white lady. She seemed
ing to push away his faith; he
like someone who liked following rules, too. Then she flipped my life
is now the Associate Director
of Room for All, a nonprofit
upside down.
ROOM FOR ALL
I accepted her invitation to join a “Room for All” gathering of progressive RCA people, meeting in quiet to offer one another strength

seeking to expand the Reformed Church in America to
welcome and fully affirm the
LGBTQIA children of God. He
and his husband live in Des
Moines, IA.
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SYNOD CONTINUED
in our contemporary cultural context. In the first place, the church’s
response to this widespread distortion of God’s good gift should
be an acknowledgement of our
own failure and a confession of
our own complicity in the sexual
confusion that we see around us
and among us. But in the second
place, we should recognize in our
current situation a historic opportunity to do something both new
and old in making the gospel real
once again in our sexual lives. In
this way, we offer hope and advance the church’s mission.
CREATION, FALL,
REDEMPTION

The second part of the report begins its discussion of “a biblical
theology of human sexuality” by
referring to Matthew 19 and Je-

Guest Editor’s
note
The pairing of these two
articles is to honour, in a
small way, the complexity
of the human sexuality conversation happening in our
churches and communities.
The CRC Synod study committee on Biblical Theology
of Human Sexuality calls us
to confess the parts we’ve
played in perpetuating hate
and hurt. If we intend to
move forward together, “the
church will have to learn
from those of us who are not
attracted to the opposite or do
not fit culturally determined
gender roles (p. 410).” Let us
listen well.
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sus’ answer to the Pharisees’ question about divorce. Jesus appeals to
creation in his reference to the way marriage was meant to be “in the
beginning.” He refers to the fall by saying that the Old Testament provision for divorce was due to the hardness of people’s hearts and in his
own authoritative “I tell you” points to the way of redemption for marital life. This provides the framework for the discussion of the biblical
teaching concerning human sexuality, which restricts sexual intercourse
to the context of a marriage between husband and wife. Accordingly,
there are sections on “Creation: Genesis 1-2,” “Fall: Genesis 3” and
“Redemption” divided between Old and New Testament. The third of
these is by far the longest, consisting of a survey of the entire Bible in
regard to its teaching concerning good and godly sex as opposed to its
sinful distortions.
In the Old Testament, after the creation narrative of how marriage
was to be a one-flesh union, the account of the fall vividly depicts
how that creational design was compromised. The Song of Songs can
be seen as a picture of redeemed sexuality, while the pervasive theme
which compares the Sinaitic covenant with marriage and idolatry with
adultery emphasizes how central sexual faithfulness is to God’s will
for human life.
In the New Testament, the report highlights the importance of celibacy for the unmarried and the special status of singleness in the New
Testament church, both in literally following Christ and in anticipating
aspects of the new heavens and the new earth to which we look forward.
It also emphasizes the binding character of the marriage bond, even in
the midst of human brokenness, as well as the call to be sexually holy
both inwardly and outwardly. An especially important theme is the way
Ephesians 5 talks about the relationship between husband and wife as a
reflection of the relationship between Christ and the church, thus revealing a secret about marriage (a “mystery”) which was not known before.
The foregoing is just a sampling of the major themes covered in this
survey of biblical teaching about marriage and sexuality. The report
covers much more and often engages in detailed exegetical discussions.
There is plenty of material for the “table discussions” about the report
which are planned for Synod 2019 in June.
GOING FORWARD
The shortest part of the Interim Report itself is the third one, which
briefly outlines the subjects which the committee, in the light of the
biblical perspective here outlined, hopes to cover in its final report.
Prominent among these (but not limited to them) are the issues surrounding pornography, homosexuality and sexual identity (the latter

understood to include both disorders of sex development and
gender dysphoria). The final report will also include a discussion
of the confessional status of the
church’s teaching on sexuality
and will advise on the question
whether the CRC should consider
commissioning a new statement
of faith specifically devoted to the
church’s teaching on sexuality.
Finally, the fourth part of the
Interim Report is a kind of appendix, consisting of a “catechism”

on sexuality which has recently
been drawn up for the Reformed
Church of America. This is presented as an illustration – or possible model – of the kind of statement of faith that Synod asked
the committee to consider recommending in its final report.
Al Wolters
Al is professor emeritus of
Bible and Greek at Redeemer
University College, and cochair of the CRC study committee on human sexuality.

Great Lakes Catechism Q&A 1 and 4:
Q: IS HUMAN SEXUALITY A GOOD THING OR NOT?
A: It is good! We see in Scripture that God created us male and
female as part of the creation order, that our sexuality is an inherent part of being human, and that our sexuality is part of what
God calls “very good” in the beginning. Moreover, God created
man and woman as full partners, together bearing God’s image
and together receiving God’s blessing and call to “Be fruitful and
increase in number; fill the earth, and subdue it, rule over the fish
in the sea and the birds in the sky and over every living creature
that lives on the ground.”
Q: SO SCRIPTURE IS THE SOURCE FROM WHICH WE LEARN
WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A DISCIPLE OF JESUS IN OUR SEXUAL
LIVES?

A: Yes. Scripture is the infallible rule for our lives. This means
that we look to it to understand who God is and who we are called
to be as God’s people. In this world, we are called to test all
teaching about marriage and sexuality by Scripture, and we must
not put human writings, custom or tradition, the majority opinion,
the thinking of our own time and place, or even past decisions
of the church, above the truth of God, For God’s truth is above
everything.
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Editorial

SELF-KNOWLEDGE, SIN
AND A SPACE TO LAUGH
Meghan Kort | Guest Editor
Meghan is serving as Guest Editor for June and July while Angela is on sabbatical.
She lives in Victoria B.C. with her husband and four-month-old son, both of whom
are probably 7s on the Enneagram.

LATE LAST YEAR, THE INSTAGRAM ACCOUNT “Enneagram and Cof-

fee” took the social media platform with a wave of self-aware humour.
I got caught up in it too, along with over 300,000 others. Most posts
poke a bit of fun at each of the nine different personalities described
in the popular Enneagram personality typing system. Wondering how
each type would respond to a snow day, fasting for Lent, or an average
Monday morning? Enneagram and Coffee has the answers. Day after
day, I would race to find my number in the post and then burst out
laughing, “that is so me!” A friend would send me a screenshot with a
note, “mine is spot on!” It felt good to laugh together about our quirks
– to feel seen. I loved knowing that I was a 3, an achiever and knowing that my friend was a 2, a helper. We could start our conversations
with: “I was being such a 3 today” or “when you say that, the 2 in me
feels. . . .” Our laughter and listening led us to a deeper understanding
of each other’s fears and motivations.
KNOWING GOD

Since the Enneagram accelerates transparent conversations it’s become a widely used tool for Christian discipleship. The Road Back
to You by Ian Morgan Cron and Suzanne Stabile is especially popular
amongst church small groups. The authors spend a chapter on each
of the nine types, describing each personality’s tendencies towards a
particular sin, spiritual gift, work habit, relationship style and path for
spiritual transformation. Cron and Stabile concede that, “it’s not infallible or inerrant. It’s not the be-all and end-all of Christian spirituality
. . . but it’s very useful.” In the final chapter, the authors delight in
the fact that, “every number on the Enneagram teaches us something
about the nature and character of the God who made us.” This idea
resonates with my reformed woldview. One of the most tangible ways
in which I know my creator is through studying his creation. Pastor Michael Johnson summarizes John Calvin’s thoughts on the topic
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saying, “the knowledge of God
and that of ourselves are connected. Without knowledge of self,
there is no knowledge of God.
Without knowledge of God there
is no knowledge of self.” Calvin
does not say this to equate us
with God, but rather to urge us to
humble repentance. It is only in
knowing ourselves that we know
our sin and know our desperate
need for a saviour.
In The Road Back to You, Cron
and Stabile argue that when we
prize too highly the one dimension of God’s character that we
can see in ourselves it becomes an
idol. The pursuit of that one quality above all else becomes a sin.
Reading the chapter on my personality gave me new language
to describe my own sinful heart.
Where my prayers of confession
used to be “Lord, help me with
my selfishness problem.” Now I
can say “Lord, today I was more

Founded in 1945
An independent biweekly that seeks to
engage creatively in critical Christian
journalism, connecting Christians with
a network of culturally savvy partners
in faith for the purpose of inspiring all
to participate in God’s renewing work
within his fallen creation.

PERMISSION TO LAUGH
While I am thankful for the spiritual growth gifts of “The Road
Back to You,” I still find myself
craving the light hearted posts of
“Enneagram and Coffee.” The
temptation with some personali-

Isn’t there a space between
“I’ve got it all figured out” and
“I need to improve myself?”
concerned with my own image
than I was with loving people. I
put success before compassion.
Reorder my heart.” My Enneagram loving friends are in on
these prayers too. They’ve read
my chapters. I’ve read theirs. We
all know new and meaningful
words to keep ourselves and each
other accountable.

ty tests is to come away relieved
to be living with your particular
set of strengths or diminished by
the work that needs to be done to
be a better version of you. Isn’t
there a space between “I’ve got
it all figured out” and “I need
to improve myself?” While I
am still committed to using my
Enneagram knowledge to better
name my sinfulness, “Enneagram and Coffee” helped me see
that there is also space for humour in this journey. It’s okay to
pause from my self examination
and laugh. Laugh at my intensity. Laugh at my hidden laziness.
Laugh at the ways I try to win
the unwinnable moments of life.
When my friends get in on
the joke, my spiritual growth
journey gets a lot less lonely.
“That is so you!” they exclaim.
Amidst my embarrassment at
being seen flaws and all, I have
to admit that it does feel good to
be known. As we laugh together, we find ourselves in a space
where we can exist as neither
projects nor achievements. We
are fallen versions of who God
created us to be, yet our creator delights in us nonetheless.
Shouldn’t we join him in delighting?
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News / Letters
PRACTICAL PERSPECTIVE
When I first subscribed to Christian Courier, I was attracted to it
because of the Christian views
presented to me in a very practical way, and I really like that it
presents a Christian Reformed
perspective. I have subscribed
for more than 50 years now, and I
have considered all of the editors
my friends. It has become part of
my routine!
Dan Vriend
Edmonton, Alta.

Join the virtual round table!

We want to hear your reactions to our stories. Find us on Facebook and Twitter @ChrCourier to join the discussion or send
an email to editor@christiancourier.ca.

FROM A SPIRITUAL REFUGEE
This past issue of CFC, made me finally write an email to say thank
you for all the work that you and the staff put into CC. I am so grateful
that you tackled the issue of abuse and did it in a way that spoke truth
to power and prophetically called the churches to diligently seek to
be places of safety and refuge. I really appreciated the way one of the
articles framed the experiences of those abused in/by the church as
“spiritual refugees.” Such a helpful way to name the experience. It is
my experience. I (obviously) haven’t left the church, but sometimes
I feel like I have, emotionally or spiritually. The feeling comes and
goes in varying degrees of intensity, but it is always there. You and the
CC staff have contributed to my healing and taken some of the power
the experience I went through has over me. I’m grateful. Thanks and
blessings on your work. You make a difference.
Anonymous CRC pastor

‘A BREATH OF FRESH AIR’
I have just finished reading the
latest issue ending with Louis
Tamminga’s fishing story and the
German soldier; a reminder of
how we are all created as image
bearers. Like each issue this issue opened my eyes (abuse in the
church), challenged my thinking
(sacred places) and delighted me
with everyday stories about how
the Spirit works through the lives
of people. I look forward to each
issue like a breath of fresh air.
John Franken
Smithers, BC
INVESTIGATIVE VOICE
Bless your hearts. Very thankful for the voices of journalists
to help shed light on institutional corruption and abuses from
a Kingdom perspective! Very
thankful to see that investigative
reporting is happening more extensively and intentionally again
with journalism! Know that your
voice is important!
Bev Sterk
Lynden, WA
FOR THE RECORD
The boxes arrived at the Gerry Segger Heritage Collection a
day before Angela Reitsma Bick
did!!!
Bonita Schalk Bjornson
APOLOGY
In response to Power Trips, May
13. Will you please join me in
signing and promoting this profoundly moving apology written
by a church who has long hosted the global leadership summit,
to the women who were sexually abused by GLN founder Bill
Hybels, then cruelly slandered
by Global Leadership Network?
http://bit.ly/APOLOGISE
Kat Durnil

@ChrCourier
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SO GLAD THEY ARE BEING SAVED.
Margaret Griffioen-Drenth

Kings University College Librarian Bonita holds up a copy of the Calvinist Contact
bound for the Gerry Segger Heritage Collection.

Christian Courier is impacting
readers across the country and
around the world! Fran Boer,
a long time reader of Christian Courier, puts it this way:
“My husband and I have been
subscribers for many years, including during the 30 years we
spent serving as missionaries in
Nigeria. Throughout that time,
Christian Courier really helped
keep us informed about happenings in the Reformed Christian community in Canada. I
still enjoy reading the articles
written by people from a variety of faith communities. I’m
happy that many of the writers
are young and engaged in their
churches and communities.
May God continue to bless you
in this important work!”
If you keep hearing about our

subscription drive but haven’t
acted yet, it’s not too late! Help
us reach our goal of 200 new
subscribers by June 15th!
Are you reading a borrowed
copy? Consider subscribing,
and having your own copy of
Biblical journalism arrive at
your door. Or perhaps you often lend yours out – rather than
passing yours along, would you
give a gift subscription to get
someone started with their own
copy of Christian Courier?
New subscriptions are only
$55! ($10 off ) for
20 issues/one year.
10 issues/6 months: $35
christiancourier.ca
subs@christiancourier.ca
1-800-275-9185
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LESSONS LEARNED
FROM AA
Texas church hosts 18 AA meetings each week.
David Hornor
“YOU GUYS ARE HAVING SO MUCH FUN, I’M THINKING about taking up drinking,” I said with a grin to the cheerful group beginning
to gather in our church’s sanctuary. It was noon on a weekday and
this group of recovering alcoholics and addicts was about to start an
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) meeting at Peace Community Church
(PCC) in Houston, Texas.
In the mid-1990’s our founding pastor (Rev. Robert Westenbroek)
opened the church’s doors to the recovery community. Today there
are eighteen AA meetings held each week in our facilitiesF. If you’re
wondering, we do charge rent. This helps the church’s budget and

is part of AA’s tradition of remaining independent of “. . . any sect,
denomination, politics, organization or institution” (A.A. Preamble.
Copyright © The AA Grapevine, Inc.).
During the thirteen years I have been PCC’s pastor, I have come to
know and love many of the members of this community, especially
those who attend the noon meetings on weekdays in the sanctuary,
just outside my office door. Some of them have joined or attend our
church.
THE LITURGY OF AA
The rhythm of my work week is punctuated by the liturgy of AA
meetings: the subdued and reverent Serenity Prayer, the formularies
that outline AA’s 12 Steps and Traditions which are read (sometimes
beautifully, sometimes stumblingly) each meeting, the broken and
tearful acknowledgements of failure and lapse, the loud laughter of
captives set free (Ps 126). These folks know how to laugh at themselves and with each other! They cheer each other on, something I
think we ought to do more of in the church.
But I’ve had questions, especially at first: How does this program
“work” without any acknowledgement of the atoning death and justifying resurrection of Jesus Christ? What is the relationship between
the Gospel and the recovery movement? How are these people growing “along spiritual lines” (an AA phrase) without proper doctrine?
Why do many of them attend several meetings a week (or more)
6
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when we are hard-pressed to encourage a healthy proportion of
our church members to attend
even one extra meeting a week,
outside of the Sunday worship
service?
These are important questions
and I don’t have completely
satisfying answers for any of
them. There are, however, a few
things I’ve learned along the
way.
For one thing, it has gradually
dawned on me that many of my
questions arise from the spirit of
the “older brother” in the parable of the Prodigal Son. You
remember him, right? He was as
lost at home as the young brother was in the “far country.” The
attitude of the older brother is

censorious, judgmental and shot
through with envy. Not a good
place from which to evaluate a
movement like AA!
One thing that has surprised me
the most is the Christ-centered
ministry of many Christian recovering alcoholics. It’s true that
during the hour long AA meetings participants are generally
not allowed to be very specific
about naming Jesus Christ as
their “higher power,” but in private ministry (called “sponsorship”) with individuals – there
are no such restrictions. They
freely quote Scripture to their
“sponsees.” They name Jesus as
their Lord. They emphasize that
being forgiven empowers one to
forgive others. After all, forgiving and seeking forgiveness from
others is an essential aspect of
recovery – according to the 12

Steps of AA.
Is this sneaky? Is it contrary
to the principles of AA? I don’t
believe so. I’ve come to think of
AA in these terms: It’s like Paul
meeting on Mars Hill to discuss
how to stay sober. The spirituality
there is broadly inclusive; what is
shared in common (“an unknown
god”) is acknowledged. But after
the meeting breaks up, the name
of Jesus breaks in! Through the
witness of Christian alcoholics
in recovery some come to realize
that the loving, gracious, patient,
sovereign God left unnamed in
the public setting of AA meetings turns out to bear a remarkable resemblance to the God and
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.
This makes sense, given that AA

has its historical roots in a Christian renewal experience called
the Oxford Movement.
TABLE FELLOWSHIP
Along the way I have learned
some things about AA, beautiful
things, encouraging things. But
I have also learned things from
AA.
For example, at PCC we practice something called “Table
Fellowship” (TF). Table Fellowship consists of small groups
that meet after the worship service. Unlike traditional Sunday
School, the emphasis in TF is
on the scriptures read and the
sermon preached in the service
– just minutes before the group
gathers. There is a shared experience of Word and Sacrament that
is fresh. Everyone is a beginner
again, but just as in an AA meet-

ing, the more mature are able to
gently encourage the newcomers
and learn from them. Knowledge
helps, but is not the main thing,
as it sometimes can be in an adult
Sunday School class.
There’s another element of
Table Fellowship that we borrow from AA. Every TF meeting begins with reading aloud
the “Seven C’s.” This simple
liturgical act helps focus the purpose and spirit of the TF meetings. The shy are encouraged
to participate; those who might
talk too often are reminded to
listen more. Spiritual formation
is happening both intellectually and liturgically. This insight
came through the steady process
of overhearing thousands of AA
meetings.
A THORNY ISSUE
One of the most painful things
I have learned from listening to
people in recovery is how often
they say their experiences in
churches did not help them overcome their addictions. In fact,
sometimes they felt shamed and
condemned in the church – an
experience that exacerbated their
drinking and drugging problems.
This is a thorny issue, in my
opinion. Did the churches really
lay the guilt on that thick with
no relief through Christ? Maybe
some did. Or did the message
of the Gospel fall on ears that
had yet to be opened through
the crisis and trauma of feeling,
as the “Big Book” of AA says,
“powerless over alcohol – that
our lives had become unmanageable.” We may never know.
But some things I do know:
Alcoholics Anonymous has been
a gift from God (Father, Son and
Holy Spirit) to many people who
would otherwise be dead. And
where the Spirit of the Lord is,
there is freedom. And that our
congregation and I have been
richly blessed through our association with the recovering
alcoholics and addicts who pass
through our church doors seven
days a week. We thank God for
Alcoholics Anonymous!
David Horner
Dave is the pastor of Peace
Community (Christian Reformed) Church in Houston,
TX. He and his wife Dianne
have three children, two
grandchildren and a third on
the way.
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GENERATION RESONATE
One thousand teens gather at 2019 All Ontario Youth
Convention. | Natasha Chandler
“God is working in my life and I’m not alone.”
“I can make a difference in my hometown.”
“God has placed me in my school to create disciples there.”
“I learned to fully rely on his love.”
THESE WERE SOME OF THE PHRASES THAT HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
used on Instagram when asked what they learned at the recent All Ontario Youth Convention (AOYC), which took place on May 17 to 19.
Over 1,000 youth and leaders from across the province (an attendance
record) met on the Wilfrid Laurier Campus in Waterloo, Ontario for
four days of learning, worship and connection.
The AOYC began in 1975 as an event organized by teams of young
adults attending Christian Reformed churches in southern Ontario.
Now in its 45th year, the convention hosts attendees from a wide range
of churches, denominations and schools. Students sleep in the dorm
rooms and have meals together in the dining hall on campus. The
university athletic centre is transformed into a stage and seating for
mainstage sessions. This year, students joined together here for highenergy worship, led by C4 Worship, from C4 church in Ajax. Conventioneers also attend smaller teaching seminars from local speakers
and leaders on a wide range of topics related to the theme. Six times
throughout the weekend, students and leaders meet together in small
groups for discussion and prayer.
RETHINKING THE ‘GOOD LIFE’
This year, pastor Brandon Richardson, of Slate Church (Waterloo),
spoke on the theme of “Resonate” – a call to tune our hearts to the
frequency of God’s voice and to echo God’s love to the communities
in which God has placed them. Richardson spoke on the parable of the
sower and the soils. “Jesus has more hope over the condition of your
soul than you do,” he offered. “He’s not a bad farmer – he’s a hopeful
farmer. He sees so much potential in you.” He challenged students to
rethink the idea of a “good life,” saying, “a life walked with God is a
life that is good. God’s plan for your life is for you to surrender your
will to his.”
WAVES OF IMPACT
Students were invited to ask God for a name of someone in their life
with whom they could share his love. They wrote the name down,
handed it in and committed to pray for that individual, as well as for
opportunities to share their own faith. It was a powerful moment when
the 1,000 names that were chosen flashed on the projector screen, providing tangible evidence of students responding wholeheartedly to the
call to make a difference in the lives of the people around them.
The concept of resonating with the love of God and sending waves
of impact into communities was amplified by a convention-wide service project led by World Renew. Students were asked to bring ten
items of non-perishable food for Waterloo Food Bank, as well as a
monetary donation for hunger relief in Bangladesh. By the end of the
weekend, an astounding $7,200 and 3,477 pounds of food donations
were collected. As many as 10,000 families will receive assistance
thanks to the action of these teens from Ontario.

of all AOYC leaders were under
the age of 30. The way that these
young adults love and serve the
teenagers attending the AOYC
is a picture of the generous,
self-sacrificing love of God and
has contributed immeasurably to
the influence of the event.
If a teen in your church or
family attended the AOYC, reach
out to them and connect about
their experience. When caring and invested adults take the
time to ask meaningful questions
about an event like this, it can
speak volumes to a teen about
your desire to help them grow
spiritually.
Rather than just asking how
they liked the AOYC, you can
ask specific but open-ended questions, like:
• What are two things you
appreciated about the
reach-in sessions?
• What was the highlight of
the weekend for you?
• Tell me about your favourite moment in the mainstage sessions.
• What was the most important thing that you learned?
If you’re passionate about seeing teens grow in their faith, consider getting involved in AOYC
2020. There are many ways to
support this life-changing event,
both throughout the year and on
the weekend itself. Visit allontario.com or email info@allontario.com for more details.
Natasha Chandler
Natasha is the Director of
Family Ministries at Knox
Presbyterian Church in Toronto, and the Communications lead on the AOYC Planning Team. She’s learning the
art of small-space apartment
living in East York with her
husband and two young
boys.

GET INVOLVED

The AOYC relies on the time and energy of a team of 250 passionate
leaders who desire to encourage and disciple teens. Some of these
adults are youth workers or pastors who are involved in youth ministry
throughout the year. Additionally, a large number are those who aren’t
youth leaders, but were blessed by the AOYC as teens, now spend the
weekend as small group leaders or volunteers. This year, 63 percent
@ChrCourier
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CONFRONTING THE STORIES WE TELL OURSELVES
Jennie Stephenson

AN ORCHESTRA OF
MINORITIES
Chigozie Obioma
Little, Brown and Company, 2019.

CHINONSO SOLOMON OLISA DOES NOT NARRATE HIS OWN STORY
in an Orchestra of Minorities, Chigozie Obioma’s Odyssean second
novel. The trials, tribulations, and misfortunes of the impoverished
poultry farmer seep through the screen of his chi, the guardian spirit
of Nigerian Igbo cosmology. “In the court of Bechukwu, in Eluigwe, the land of eternal, luminous light,” the chi is driven to a desperate and potentially tragic act of spiritual intervention on Chinonso’s behalf,” because “he has committed [a] great crime in error,
unknowingly.” The series of events that led to this extraordinary
breach of conduct starts with Chinonso’s trip seven years before to
buy chickens at the local market, including a beautiful and expensive white rooster that reminds him of the gosling he treasured – and
betrayed – in his youth. On his drive back, his musings on death turn
frighteningly real as his vision of a drowned woman and her child,
victims of a river enraged by unprecedented recent floods, turns into
the reality of another woman, leaning over the bridge railing and
about to jump. This woman, Ndali, beseeches him to leave her, but
the pain of compassion in his heart is so great that he retrieves his
white rooster from the van and throws it to the current, a kind of
sacrificial atonement whose significance Ndali cannot register at this
moment.
A few months later, Chinonso and Ndali – a wealthy, educated, and
aspiring pharmacist-in-training still spinning from a broken engagement that ended with her ex-fiancee absconding to London – embark
on a romance charged with both physical urgency and the potentially
violent force of passionate darkness. When Chinonso realizes that
his current circumstances prevent him from ever achieving worthiness in the eyes of Ndali’s family, he sets out on a journey to educate
himself and attain the type of status abroad that will win him favour.
A former classmate, Jamike, promises to help him attend university
in Cyprus, which he mistakes as a sure passageway to the prestige of
European connections. His arrival in Cyprus – a region suspended
in democratic limbo with menial prospects, hostile job competition,
rampant racism, and a desertified climate – signals his descent into
a first circle of hell. He traded the solid ground of his farm, however
marginal it was, for the empty promises of a system that preys on the
hopes of those flocks of migrants, descending like birds, and builds
its wealth on their destitution.
INSPIRED BY TRUE EVENTS
Chigozie Obioma’s inspiration for the novel came from his experiences as a mentor for new arrivals at the University of Cyprus, and
in particular his brief relationship, starting in September of 2009,
with a man called Jay. In a January 2016 essay on the topic for The
Guardian, Obioma wrote that Jay had a light in his eyes “of a man
who had danced through life’s theater of fire, and now bore the scars
of his personal incineration like a trophy.” Floundering after a surprise deportation back to Nigeria from Germany, Jay had been an
easy target for the middlemen peddling credentials in Cyprus, “because the prospect of a place where he could get back on his feet
revived a once-strangled hope.” Obioma’s reflections on Jay’s fate
– the police discover his body under an eight-story building after
a fall from an elevator shaft in the dark – invoke his memories of
his battles against the pigeons that plagued his Cyprean apartment
with their waste. Obioma used a bird trap, a gluey combination of
lime seeds and tree bark, to lure this most innocent of birds into voluntary, fatal imprisonment. With haunting similarity, the powerful
ambitions of young men and women like Jay, rather than launching
them to Homeric triumph, often ensnare them.
In the novel, Chinonso, ensnared after false murder accusations,
languishes for years in a Cyprean jail. His geographic and temporal
dislocation, coupled with his disillusionment at the twisting of his
apparent destiny by forces of oppression so diffuse and shadowed
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as to almost be beyond comprehension, means that every pleasant memory rots into a toxic reminder of how far he has fallen:
“Even if they had been gathered
in his mind in their multitudes,
they would merely accumulate
in abysmal futility, like a stack
of gold in the mouth of a dead
man.” His single life serves as
a lens through which Obioma
probes the complexities of preordination and free will in Igbo
religious tradition, traditions
often neglected, if not downright erased, after the arrival of
the British and the importation
of “Jisos Kraist” to Nigeria.
Chinonso’s apparent agency as a
character is always constrained
by the psychic negotiations of
his chi before the divine authority of the primary deities, Chukwu, the creator of the universe,
and Ala, the mother of the earth.
DIVINE INJUSTICE
Despite several hundred lifetimes of reincarnation and
soul-shepherding, the chi himself still marvels at the mysteries of human motivation. Addressing his fellows, the chi remarks, “Have we contemplated
the physiognomy of love – how
some relationships are stillborn, some are retarded and do
not grow, and some fledge into
adults and last through the lifetime of the lovers?” The fledgling also can be hampered and
struck down and turn against its
own former mate, as happens
with Chinonso. His eventual return to Nigeria finds Ndali established as a pharmacist, married,
with her own practice and all the
jewelled hallmarks of success
that life had probably already
marked out for her. In contrast,
Chinoso has become deformed,
battered by the weight of the
physical and mental traumas
deepened by the length of time
he spent in unbearable suspense
about the fidelity of his beloved.
Rationally, he understands that
Ndali should not have been expected to wait for a man safely
assumed dead, but tidal wave of
his self-righteous fury – distilled
by seclusion in the flask of his
poisoned mind – drives him to

Author Chigozie Obioma at the 2016
Texas Book Festival.
Photo Credit: Larry D. Moore CC BY-SA 4.0.

commit the ultimate act of revenge.
A STORY FOR OUR TIME
The Orchestra of Minorities
makes us confront – in the most
vivid and evocative way possible – how our intentions and
actions on a minute scale – the
sale of a farm, the spark of love,
the striking of a match – fold into
the wider scope of the world: the
legacies of colonialism, mistreatment of migrants, economic
inequality, environmental devastation, and civil war. For Chinonso, what line could we trace back
to the final source of injustice?
How responsible are we for the
lives of our ancestors and the
blood they might have shed on
the oppressed, whose names we
do not know because they were
actively scrubbed from the story
we tell ourselves of the triumph
of the Christian God? Jisos Kraist, whatever his guise, mourns
with those who mourn and fights
for their redemption, including
the orchestras of minorities upon
minorities whose stories precede
our names for him.

Jennie Stephenson
Jennie has a degree in animal biology, loves learning
unfamiliar words, and is extremely fond of God’s gift of
chocolate. She lives in Zeeland, MI.
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YEAH FOR SUMMER!
Summer children’s book reviews.
Sonya VanderVeen Feddema

ON GULL BEACH
Jane Yolen
Illustrated by Bob Marstall
Cornell Lab Publishing Group, 2018.

SURFER DOG
Eric Walters
Illustrated by Eugenie Fernandes
Orca Book Publishers, 2018
.

IN THIS THIRD BOOK OF THE On
Bird Hill and Beyond series, a
boy walks along the beautiful
shoreline in Cape Cod, Massachusetts. When he notices a starfish marooned on the beach, he
goes to retrieve it; but “as I bent
down by wave and spray, / A gull
flew down, snatched star away.”
The boy determinedly runs
along the beach as the gull soars
above him. Suddenly, the starfish
– “a falling star” – drops from the
gull’s beak. Another gull swoops
down and seizes it out of the air.
And, so it goes. The boy keeps
giving chase till “The star came
shooting down to me. / I reached
up for it tenderly.” When the boy
returns the starfish to the water,
he feels a sense of victory and
joy.
Jane Yolen’s spirited rhyming
verse and Bob Marstall’s energetic illustrations capture the ordinary drama of a boy on a beach
returning a vulnerable creature to
its habitat.

IN A TROPICAL COMMUNITY
near an ocean, a boy and a dog
befriend each other, but it’s obvious that “the boy didn’t own
the dog, and the dog didn’t own
the boy.” When the boy goes surfing, he takes the dog along. They
enjoy a fun-filled day riding the
waves together. When the dog
and the boy return to his home
at suppertime, the boy’s mother
insists that the dog stay for the
meal because they are friends. As
the boy and dog eat (from separate dishes), the boy names the
dog Surfer Dog and tells the dog
his name: Sammy.
Eugenie Fernandes’ buoyant
illustrations complement author
Eric Walters’ lighthearted narrative which presents an unusual
friendship and the privilege of
bestowing a name.

WE ARE BROTHERS
Yves Nadon
Illustrated by Jean Claverie
Creative Editions, 2018.

ONE SUMMER, A YOUNG BOY SWIMS IN A LAKE by his family’s cottage and faces a rock: “Gray. Immense. Solid. A wall!” The rock
looks larger than he remembers it from previous summers. For several
years, the boy’s older brother had jumped from the rock into the lake.
Now, the older brother tells the boy that it’s time for him to take
the leap. The boy isn’t convinced. Fear gnaws at his stomach. As he
watches his brother leap fearlessly from the rock into the lake, he
envies his grace and ability that makes the jump look so easy. In his
imagination, he pictures his brother as a wildcat, a bird, and a fish.
With growing courage, the young boy climbs to the top of the rock
as he imagines that he is a wildcat. Then picturing himself as a bird,
he flings himself off of the rock and sinks into the lake’s cold, black
water. He imagines then that he is a fish. He swims up, up, up until he
breaks through the water’s surface with a roar of elation.
Yves Nadon’s poetic prose portrays a universal theme: with the
power of imagination and the encouragement of others, a child overcomes his fears, leaps into the unknown, and gains life experience,
maturity, and joy. Jean Claverie’s muted, earthy illustrations highlight
the beauty of a summer landscape.

IN THIS DIVERSE COLLECTION
of artistic renderings, renowned
author and illustrator Eric Carle
(The Very Hungry Caterpillar)
and fourteen other children’s
book artists each draw their favourite insect and briefly explain
the reason for their choice. Vivid
illustrations, each spanning two
pages, exhibit the illustrators’
curiosity and delight in the insects they have chosen.
All royalties from this exquis-

ite, educational book will be donated to the Eric Carle Museum
of Picture Book Art in Amherst,
Mass. The museum was founded by Eric and Barbara Carle “to
inspire a love of art and reading
through picture books.”
Parents who share this fascinating book with their children
can point them to our awesome
Creator God who made all things
for his glory.

WHAT’S YOUR FAVORITE BUG?
Eric Carle and friends
Henry Holt and Co., 2018.

POSSUM AND THE
SUMMER STORM

WHEN DRIVING RAIN AND FIERCE WINDS FLING POSSUM’S BRUSH
pile home into the surging river, he gathers his young and they struggle in the water. They survive the onslaught and arrive safely on shore.
But the young possums are worried: where will they live now?
When the other creatures hear about Possum’s calamity, they each
offer their advice on the kind of home Possum should build. Chipmunk offers to dig a new home; Muskrat proposes a lodge; a wasp
recommends a comb of chewed wood and saliva; and an oriole suggests that a nest is best.
The creatures combine their designs and efforts to construct a new
home for the possums. When inclement weather returns, Possum invites all the animals to come inside and seek shelter
Harmony, friendship and problem-solving are celebrated in this
simple summer story which young children are sure to enjoy.

Anne Hunter
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2018.
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JESUS AND SELF-CARE
Are we missing something?

| Karen J. Bachmann

AS CHRISTIANS, YOU WOULD THINK we’d be ahead of the curve when
it comes to self-care. So many directives for taking care of our bodies
and minds can be found also as biblical directives: Where self-care
focuses on ways to eat well, sleep and exercise, the Bible tells us that
we are the temple of the living God and to take care of that temple (1
Cor. 6:19-20); where self-care focuses on developing strategies and
discipline to centre and ground ourselves to discover hope, healing
and stability from some place within, we have the Holy Spirit within, who counsels and guides us and makes us feel whole and loved
(John 16:13); and where self-care strives to manage and eliminate
stress, we have the commandment to cast all our cares on him (1 Peter
5:7). Frankly, with the God of the universe on our side, we should be
smashing it in the self-care game! (Rom. 8:31)
In case you need a little help, a quick Google search reveals a full
quota of books and articles pointing the way. Christian authors demonstrate the biblical imperative to care for your “self” and help you tackle the taboo of focusing too much on your own wellbeing. The litany
of steps, habits, biblical secrets, keys, promises and attitudes all point
you in the right direction to achieve that breakthrough: better thoughts
and attitudes, greater discipline and happiness. If you need still more
help to show how ahead of the curve you are as a Christian, don’t
worry, there are also several Christian and secular aps that will blink,
beep, record, track, monitor and remind when and how to “self-care.”
These resources highlight how faith can be an invaluable resource to
help us manage the stressors of life. They contain sound, biblical counsel and indeed offer good advice on how to apply the key principles of
the Christian faith to life. They are great tools – when used appropriately and not simply adding another task to our already lengthy to-do lists.
It seems the taboo of “self” in self-care has turned a corner for Christians. Christian self-help books seem to be declaring in unison, that fi10
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nally, we too can self-care and do
it guilt free if approaching it from
a perspective of faith. And with
the God of the universe behind
and ahead of us, it seems certain
that Christians have schooled the
self-care movement. It is said,
afterall, that those who are religiously active are the happiest,
according to a study by the Pew
Research Centre. Faith, it seems,
is an invaluable resource to help
us manage the stressors of life.
So, how’s it working for you?
Are you a beacon of light in
self-care?
If you hesitated to answer or
think you may not be doing so
well, you’re not alone: 76 percent
of Christians say they wished
they had a closer relationship
with God, according to CROP,
a research and consulting firm
based in Quebec. And it’s no secret that even pastors show high
rates of stress, depression, burnout and being spiritually undernourished.
The authors within the Christian self-help movement point
out we are not gaining the benefits of self-care because we are
not fully applying the key principles of faith to our life. But is
our relationship with God really
only reliant upon “fully applying
principles” of our faith?

A more critical point is this: the
absence of Christ. It’s not that Jesus is not mentioned amongst the
self-care gurus. There are more
than enough scriptural references and pointers about what Jesus
says and expects of us in the howto guides. However, amongst the
tips and steps of self-care, there
is very little mention of the transformative power in the name and
blood of Jesus. Couple this with
an increasing trend by Canadians
to believe in a force that connects
us to nature (according to CROP),
the universe and everything in it,
rather than the power of God and
the sacrifice of Christ, and a very
different picture of the self-care
movement for Christians comes
into focus.
If the transformative power of
Christ is not active in our lives,
then attempts to care for ourselves
become just another tool to buoy
our faith.
If we believe in a force in the
universe, in addition to (or, for
some, in place of) God, then we
diminish His power and search
for other ways to change.
“If God had a ‘thumbs up’ button, I’d know how things were
going everyday – it would be
like knowing what God thought,
but straight away,” reflected a
young friend of mine, when I

asked how her relationship with
God was going.
“Yeah, I ask Alexa [the virtual
assistant powered by Amazon]
to give me motivation each day,
some scriptures or something,
that helps me stay focused,” her
friend added.
When pressed further about
what God was working on in
their lives, the women listed their
prayer requests: a new job, a
place at university, a relationship,
better health, better quiet time,
more discipline. Eagerly waiting
on God for an answer that God
was working in their lives.
Only 22 percent of those who
are religiously committed told
CROP they believed in the God
presented by the church, and 35
percent say they have constructed
their own image of God.
Perhaps it’s time to consider
whether we have adopted a secular approach to self-care afterall,
reducing our relationship with
God to a list of guides and steps
and merely put a Christian label
on it. Have we reduced Jesus to
an external motivator? Have we
side lined Jesus as “the help”?
Christ promised salvation and
as part of the package, He delivers a transformed life. However,
a transformed life does not come
from behaving, it comes from
beholding. If we are to make the
shift and take Jesus off the sidelines and make him central to the
game, we need to engage in a true
relationship with God. Rather
than viewing Christ as a kick in
the pants every now and then to
take some time to have a bubble
bath, go for a walk, or read a book
under a shady tree, we need to
learn about and seek who God is.
God’s way of relationship and
change is different to the world’s.
A transformed mind cannot be
achieved merely through self-care;
but, a transformed mind will lead
you to new habits and thoughts that
ultimately alter the way you care
for yourself and others.

Karen J. Bachmann
Born in Australia, Karen has
lived in London for the past 15
years and is an entrepreneur,
writer and educator. In her
spare time, she can be found
discovering small jazz holes
in London or trying to catch
some much-missed sunshine.
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The tailspin can be caused by
a traumatic incident in childhood;
similar to the snake slithering into
the Garden of Eden, someone
enters the garden of our childhood and steals our innocence in
some way – someone who was
supposed to be trustworthy, safe
and loving. Other times serious
changes in our mental health can
be triggered by grief or pain later
in life.
Suddenly everything we understood to be true about the world
is shaken and we begin to doubt
everything we’ve based our life
upon.
Specifically, we come to
question:
1. Who we are
2. What we are fighting against
3. Why the world is as it is, and,
4. How to have soundness of
mind
HOW DO WE FIGHT MENTAL
ILLNESS?

THE WAR IN OUR MINDS
Fighting for victory over mental illness.
“For to set the mind on the flesh
is death, but to set the mind on
the Spirit is life and peace.”
Rom. 8:6
THE GREATEST BATTLE on
earth is the one that takes place
between our ears. The battle of
the mind. It started when I began
to squint my eyes for the camera.
I wanted to create laughter lines
in a laughter-less face.Then I began sucking in my cheeks. I liked
how it made me look thinner,
model-like.
I was nine years old.
The next four years were a
blur. Anorexia starved both my
body and my mind, but I’ll always remember the darkness.
Days blurred by counting calories and streaming tears. Days
filled with frowns, fierce yells
and fists pounding against my father’s chest.
I craved what I didn’t have:
Attention. Affirmation. Choice.
My mum had never been told,
“I love you” growing up and so
@ChrCourier
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didn’t know how to encourage
us. My dad also found it hard to
pay compliments and was often
distracted or absent. While both
loved me, I grew up not feeling
loved; not knowing what it meant
to be beautiful, cherished, seen or
heard. As a result, I wanted nothing else.
It’s a scary place to be in, this
place where you have no one, so
you have to become bigger than
life itself in order to carry yourself through the pain. A nineyear-old isn’t very big. And all I
wanted was to be small. Because
the world told me that thin was
beautiful.
I didn’t know about anorexia
nervosa.
I just knew that this control
over food was a gateway to my
inner self, the independent spirit
I’d been forced to silence. And
I began to enjoy those three tiny
parts of my day–breakfast, lunch
and supper–in which I could
prove I was an individual.

At night, however, I dreamt of
food. Mum would find me hunting for imaginary chocolates in
my bed. I wanted her to hug me
and make the fear go away, but
was worried that if she did, my
guard would be let down and I’d
eat real chocolates. So I stopped
hugging her for two years.
My legs were getting thin,
and that was what mattered, but
I dreamt about Mum’s arms and
woke up hugging myself.
Eventually I slipped from a
state of not being hungry to a
state of choosing to be hungry. I
liked how my pants sagged, my
shirt became loose, my face slim,
and my eyes, big. And at some
point, my mind was altered. I became a different person, intent on
being skinny no matter the cost.
WHAT IS MENTAL ILLNESS?
All of us, at some point, fight a battle in the space of our minds. Some
of us need to fight harder and more
frequently than others. Mental
illness is when the negative, hurtful and evil thoughts consistently
overpower the good ones.

In order for us to combat mental
illness, we need to re-learn these
very things:
1. Who we are – We are beloved
children of God who are part of
the Family of God (the Church).
As intricately designed people
with specific fingerprints, we
were designed before the world
even began. Our Father knows
the very hairs on our heads and
every thought before we think it.
He has a specific plan for us to
accomplish and has already provided everything we will need in
order to accomplish that purpose
and to bring God glory.
2. What we are fighting
against – God’s enemy, Satan,
who desires to steal, kill and destroy God’s beloved children, an
angel who was cast out of heaven together with angels that followed him. He now has a limited
amount of time with which to
try to destroy God’s Family, and
he accomplishes this through
turning us on ourselves and on
each other. If we are wrapped
up in our own heads, paralyzed
by pain and fear, we can’t affect
change in the world.
3. Why the world is as it is –
Satan is the prince of this world
and his desire is to make every
one of us believe that he/she is
not loved nor has any greater
purpose than living and dying.
He hopes to render God’s church
ineffective and thus to remove all

hope from the world.
4. How to have soundness of
mind – We need to always train
our minds to focus on things
above, rather than on earthly
things and to think of others, not
ourselves. This does not come
naturally, so as Christians, I have
some practical tips that have
helped me to win the daily battle:
1. Limit screen time, and be
choosy with which accounts
you follow on social media.
2. Pray without ceasing to focus your mind on God and
to ask for God’s strength
and wisdom.
3. Worship, particularly with
your church community.
4. Read your Bible and memorize scripture that can help
in times of distress.
5. Practise gratitude.
6. Keep positive, supportive
friends.
7. Spend time in nature.
8. Seek help – tell your doctor, a close friend or family
member, or your pastor that
you’re struggling.
9. Remember that medication
can be part of your healing
journey.
Friends, mental illness is not
the victor. As Christians, we
have the victory – we have the
very mind of Christ himself (1
Cor. 2:16). Romans 12 reminds
us not to be conformed to this
world, but to be transformed by
the renewing of our minds. As
we fix our eyes upon God, His
thoughts will become our own
and the war on our thoughts will
ultimately be won.
After nearly dying from anorexia at the age of 13, the love
of my Heavenly Father reached
into my heart and gave me the
power to both recognize and reject the enemy’s thoughts.
Each day I depend on my
Father’s love to transform my
mind. And each day he gives me
victory.

CHRISTIANCOURIER.CA

Emily T. Wierenga
Emily is a wife and mother
of three children, founder of
the non-profit The Lulu Tree,
and author of six books. To
learn more about her battle
against mental illness and
anorexia, check out her
memoir Atlas Girl.
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MARTINDALE COMMONS IS OPEN

Woodland Towers in AURORA

Martindale Place is a community
of choice for seniors where
Christian values and excellence
are celebrated

Over 60% sold

TOURS AVAILABLE ANYTIME

Our vision is to enable our Christian seniors to “age in place” through
a continuum of care—creating a loving and caring Christian community.

Every Wednesday from
10:00am—2:00pm
or by Appointment
Monthly Rentals with Enhanced Services—Featuring 3
Chef prepared meals per day, weekly housekeeping,
flat laundry service, full activity program, scheduled
transportation and an emergency response system

Contact us @ (905) 988-9414
Or accommodations@martindaleplace.com

Ask us about a Trial Stay!
1128 Vansickle Road North, St. Catharines, ON

www.MartindalePlace.com
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CHRISTIAN COURIER

Attend our very popular “Lunch & Learn” sessions to hear
the whole Meadows’ story. Call today. 905 503-5560

CoMPLIMENTARY

“Lunch & Learn”
Come out and hear about “Living at the Meadows”
and our Independent and Assisted Living options.

Call to register today.

905 503-5560

Presentation Centre Hours
Monday-Friday
10:00am-5:00pm

Saturday
10:00am-3:00pm

t h e m e a d o w s o f a u ro r a . c o m

A Christian Community
built for seniors
Located minutes
from Hwy #404
in Aurora at
400 William Graham
Drive
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THE SEXUAL ILLUSION
David T. Koyzis |

dtkoyzis@gmail.com

David is author of the award-winning Political Visions and Illusions, the revised
second edition of which was published last month and is now available from
InterVarsity Press and the usual online vendors.

OUTSIDE OF MY FAMILY, most
people are probably unaware
that I am only two generations
removed from the practice of arranged marriage. My paternal
grandparents were brought together by my grandmother’s eldest brother after their parents had
died in a pandemic in Cyprus. My
yiayia was in her teens at the time
and my great-uncle was expected
to provide her dowry. Married in
the second decade of the last century, they remained together until
my pappou’s death in 1979.
A custom that seems so foreign
to us now made sense to possibly
most of the world until very recently. Sexual activity was not merely a
private predilection, but belonged
to the entire community which had
a vital interest in ensuring its own
existence into the next generation.
A prospective match might be the
product of two families seeking
an alliance. A wide variety of mo-

tives, including social, economic
and religious, would have played a
role. In the middle ages, the consummation of a marriage might
even require witnesses, as bizarre
as that seems to us!
Former Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau once said that the state
has no business in the bedrooms
of the nation. On the surface this
sounds right. What a husband and
wife do in the privacy of their
own quarters is presumably no
one else’s business. Such activity should certainly not be policed
by an intrusive government. This
seems more obvious to us now
than it did to our parents and
grandparents fifty years ago when
Trudeau uttered this adage. What
has changed in the meantime?
SEPARATING SEX
AND MARRIAGE

The short answer is that the sexual revolution happened. Gathering

steam even before the outbreak of the Great War in 1914, it exploded in
the 1920s with the coming of the jazz age. Depression and war temporarily halted its progress, but it moved forward again during the 1960s
and after. Arranged marriage had yielded to the love match unevenly in
different cultures, but by the late 20th century the assumption had become
widespread that social and familial considerations must take a back seat
to the “in-love-ness” of the prospective spouses. The musical play Fiddler
on the Roof movingly portrays the shift in social mores in a traditional
Jewish community in western Russia.
The overall aim of the sexual revolution was to separate sexuality from marriage, reproduction and communal expectations, and to
affirm instead the goodness of all forms of consensual sexual expression. Now mutual love is seen as the justifying feature of a sexual
relationship. Is this progress? Have we gained more than we have lost
with this tectonic shift in sexual mores?
LIVING WITH THE CONSEQUENCES
I think we would have to admit that the aims were utopian and the
benefits illusory. We have now lost the consensus that marriage is a
fundamental institution without which a society cannot survive, let
alone flourish. Little by little, marriage’s intrinsic characteristics have

ANTI-REVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGY
Derek Schuurman |

derek@calvin.edu

Derek Schuurman is a Canadian and a professor at Calvin College where he
teaches the capstone course for computer science students.

EARLIER THIS SEMESTER I entered my senior computer science class and
greeted my students wearing a T-shirt that boldly declared: “Join the Anti-Revolution Party!” One of the topics for that day was the “Silicon Valley narrative” which seeks wholesale revolution by disrupting the current
ways of doing things through technology. Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg has embraced the motto “move fast and break things.” Zuckerberg
has suggested that “unless you are breaking stuff, you are not moving fast
enough.” The notion of “disruptive innovation” has become a mantra in
Silicon Valley and is being pursued in virtually every area.
One recent example is how ridesharing services like Uber have disrupted the taxi industry. These services rely on the clever apps which connect
drivers with passengers and have quickly grown in popularity. Unfortunately, some of the rapid growth came from ignoring local taxi laws. Another
example is disruption in the publishing, entertainment, and media industry
described in Jonathan Taplin’s book Move Fast and Break Things. The subtitle for his book is “How Facebook, Google and Amazon cornered culture
and undermined democracy.” Taplin describes how digital media companies have disrupted music, film, television, publishing and news. He argues
that this disruption may now pose a real threat to our culture and democracy.
In the mid-nineteenth century a Dutch politician and historian named
Guillaume Groen van Prinsterer established the groundwork for a new
Christian political party which was named the Anti-Revolution Party
(ARP) in the Netherlands. The party was established to counter liberal ideas
associated with of the French Revolution (hence the “Anti-Revolutionary”
name). Groen van Prinsterer wrote a book titled Unbelief and Revolution
@ChrCourier
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which viewed history as a struggle
between belief and unbelief. His
premise was that a revolutionary
ideology replaces God with human
autonomy and ignores the reality of
creational and moral laws.
REFORMATION NOT
REVOLUTION

Reformation is distinct from revolution. In his book Creation Regained, Al Wolters suggests that reformation seeks “progressive renewal rather than violent overthrow.”
Wolters acknowledges that the term
“revolutionary” is sometimes used
today to refer to “dramatic change
for the better.” Indeed, there are
many technologies that are revolutionary in this sense like penicillin,
electric vehicles, and clean energy.
But the word revolution can also
refer to “the complete removal of
every aspect of the established system.” This is the ideology behind
the push to “move fast and break
things.” Wolters suggests that we
should not seek to “tear the fabric”
of a given situation but rather to be
mindful of the apostolic injunction

to “test everything [and] hold fast to
what is good” (1 Thess. 5:21).
The emerging consequences
of digital technology on human
flourishing suggests it’s time we
embrace the idea of reformation
rather than revolution with our
technological developments. Perhaps it’s time for “anti-revolutionary technology.” Innovation should
not demand indiscriminate disruption, but rather the impacts of
proposed technical change should
be thoughtfully weighed by evaluating the benefits of continuity
versus discontinuity. When a new
computer program is developed,
there should be considerations for
backwards compatibility while

been whittled away, beginning
with its covenantal character and
progressing to permanence and
sexual complementarity, both of
which are no longer obvious to
an increasing number of North
Americans, including Christians.
Marriage is now considered little
more than a private contract between (thus far) two persons, little
different from an ordinary friendship or even a market transaction.
All of this is part of the historical development of liberal individualism, which strives to extend the voluntary principle into
the most basic of institutions.
What will be the consequences
of this? We are already seeing the
decline of birth rates in western
countries, along with a rise in the
numbers of people living alone.
This is probably not sustainable
over the long term.
We cannot bring back arranged
marriages, of course. But it might
be good if our communities, including families and churches,
were to be somewhat more involved in matching young men
and women rather than leaving
something so significant to the
vagaries of in-love-ness.

simultaneously opening up new
possibilities. For example, Blu-ray
video players that still play older
DVDs, word processors that read
older file formats and websites that
accommodate the capabilities of
the device they are viewed on. The
relative advantages and disadvantages should be carefully weighed
when introducing new technology that potentially breaks existing
standards, protocols, or practices.
These considerations should not
be limited to the economic interests of the company producing the
product, but the interests of their
customers and wider considerations like justice, stewardship and
cultural context.
Despite the bold invitation emblazoned on my T-shirt, none of
my computer science students
came to me after class to inquire
about joining the anti-revolutionary party. Nevertheless, it is my
hope that my lesson will help
them question the reigning Silicon Valley ethos to “move fast
and break things” and instead to
think about developing “anti-revolutionary” technology that can
help people to flourish.
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AT THE FEET OF JESUS
Roland De Vries |

rdevries@pcmtl.ca

Roland teaches at The Presbyterian College, Montreal. He likes to explore culture
and play with words.

A LARGE WOODEN CRUCIFIX
stands toward the front of the
crypt sanctuary in St. Joseph’s
Oratory, Montreal. While the
crucifix is not central within worship, it evidently receives much
attention. A striking feature of the
crucifix is the worn nature of Jesus’ feet – the paint is worn away
and the surface smooth from
the many hands that have rested
there. Over the years, thousands
of hands have been placed on
those feet in a posture of prayerful need, of seeking the grace of
God.
For those of us in the Reformed
or Presbyterian tradition, this devotional attention to a crucifix will
likely raise questions – questions
as old as the Reformation itself.
Doesn’t every artistic representation of Jesus somehow diminish
him? Why not turn to the living
Jesus in prayer, rather than to a
lifeless statue? Aren’t these acts of
prayerful devotion tied up with the

idea that a human creation (a crucifix) can dispense grace?
Our tradition has been almost
entirely word-centered, which
means we are suspicious of visual and sculptural representations
of Jesus or of God. In terms of the
questions posed above, we have
wondered whether such representations (idols!) distract us from the
free grace of the living God. Our
Reformed tradition has created only
one narrow opening for such visual
representations, in the specific case
of those who could not read. In such
cases, images (pictures) have been
seen as a way to tell the story of
Jesus and to share the truth of that
story. This allowance for images focusses on their educational and not
their devotional use.
CARVED IN STONE
But perhaps we can come at this
from a different point of view. I’d
like to do so in the light of a recent visit to the Oratory with a

UNEXPECTED BLESSINGS

friend. As we moved through the
main sanctuary of the Oratory, (the
upper Basilica) we passed a number of large, stone carvings/representations of Jesus – the stations
of the cross. As we came to each
one, I would describe it for Hazel,
putting it into narrative context. I
did so because she has a significant
visual impairment and would not
otherwise know what was before
her. For her part, she would put her
hand out and place it on the stone
representation, through touch and
feel coming closer to the narrative
of Jesus. With her body, becoming
connected to a telling of that story.
Hazel’s hand placed on the station of the cross suggests to me that
it is not so easy to pull apart the educational (ok) from the devotional
(not ok) use of images and sculptures. Perhaps there is less reason to
be as suspicious as we have been.
THE GIFT OF TOUCH
Many of us know the power of
hearing the gospel stories spoken
aloud to us, or the power of reading the Psalms in our personal devotions. We know that the Spirit
of God accompanies us in our
reading, and that the Spirit touches our hearts and lives through
words heard and read.

planting thousands of little seeds
and watching them break through
the ground and reach for the sky.
While I’m not the one actually
Heidi VanderSlikke | hmvanderslikke@hotmail.com
gardening on this grand scale, I
Heidi lives in Mapleton Township, Ont. Her life and writing centre on faith, family
am an appreciative observer. Evand farm life.
ery crop has its own beauty. Corn
stands tall and strong, surrounding
“HAY’S FOR HORSES,” we used to say as kids. “But straw is cheaper.”
our farm like a giant green forTruthfully, when Jack and I were newlyweds I didn’t know the difference tress. Soybeans are lush and full,
between a hay field and a wheat field. Over the last 40 years I’ve learned a verdant reminder of what Eden
a few things. We rotate crops between corn, soybeans and winter wheat. must have been.
Cropping can be stressful. You’re pressured by climate conditions, the calAnd winter wheat is a joy to
endar and temperamental machinery. Work days are long during planting watch, start to finish – a deep green
and harvest. Weeds, weather and insects beyond your control can threaten carpet ahead of the winter snow, it’s
your fields at any time during the growing season. Marketing is a science the first thing to revive in the spring.
in itself. A farmer should be part stock broker, part gambler. Considering Its graceful stalks sway gently in
what’s invested in land, equipment and input costs, the profit margins aren’t the summer breeze. Then it ripens
great. Still, growing field crops is what lights up farmers like Jack.
to a soft golden colour and the full
There’s something uniquely gratifying about working an empty field, heads bow down with the weight of
14
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Therefore we should ask: Is it
any different when a visually impaired person places her hand on
Jesus’ hand as it is given in a sculpture? Do we want to say that such
a touch is not a profoundly spiritual experience, and one by which
a person is drawn into the truth of
Christ, crucified and risen? And if
we can make such an allowance,
then what might this mean in relation to those who, with their hands,
have held on to the feet of the cru-

cified Jesus in the crypt sanctuary.
Perhaps this embodied encounter
is one that puts women and men in
touch with the narrative and life of
the risen Jesus. They, after all, are
wise enough to understand that the
risen Lord is not bound to this representation of him – they know he
is alive and free and gracious, even
if he has suffered and died for them
in love. The gift of touch is a gift
of God. And by it, the Spirit may
touch our hearts and lives.

a good crop. Even through a long,
miserable winter, wheat is incredibly resilient. Until it isn’t.

a failed crop as in an abundant harvest. It’s just not the kind of blessing we were hoping for. My disappointment doesn’t diminish God’s
sovereignty or providence. When
we talk about “good and perfect
gifts,” we must first consider the
good and perfect Giver. Whether
he ordains weal, or woe is his call.
Job rebuked his wife, “shall we
indeed accept good from God and
shall we not accept adversity?”
Other questions are implicit here.
Do we love God for who he is, or
mainly for what he does for us?
Do we truly believe he will send
only what’s best for us, even if it’s
not what we wanted? The answers
apply to matters far more serious
than a spindly wheat crop.
So I comfort myself by remembering God’s faithfulness and
generosity to us over the years. I
remind myself of the numerous
biblical injunctions not to worry.
Trust and obey. They say farmers
(like Maple Leafs fans) are perpetual optimists – after all, there’s always next year! For now, be thankful. And praise God from whom all
blessings flow.

WHEN HOPES FAIL
We had a cold, wet fall, with early snow, followed by several cycles of rain, freezing, thawing
and re-freezing over the winter.
For months, frozen ponds blanketed large areas of local fields,
effectively smothering the plants.
Many of Ontario’s wheat fields
have sustained significant winter
kill. Overall, an estimated 20 percent of them will be abandoned
and replanted with some other
crop. We’re included in that statistic. When the ice and snow finally melted, the wheat struggled
to survive. We waited for spring
sunshine and warmth to kick in. It
never happened. Jack will replant
the field this week with soybeans,
Lord willing. Yes, we have crop
insurance. It covers our input expenses. The extra work, discouragement and frustration are on us.
As Norton and I meander
through the sparse field, I have to
believe there’s as much blessing in
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WINDOW TO THE WORLD
Sara Pot |

• Wonder by R. J. Palacio tells
a story of living with facial
deformity.
•
Angleine Schellenberg’s poetry collection Tell Them It
Was Mozart and Andrew Solomon’s Far From the Tree
share experiences from both
individuals and caregivers.

thepotfamily@gmail.com

The Pot family story includes daughters Rachel and Janneke who are severely
disabled but radiate joy and grace.

AS I WRITE THIS COLUMN, the iPad
is laying in Rachel’s bed; my inquisitive 13-year-old nonverbal
daughter is listening to the second
book in a favourite series. The passion and inflection of the British
narrator’s voice tempts me to step
away from my computer and sit
with her under the spell of the story. I am reminded of my childhood
when I would sit in my dad’s home
office, curled up with a favourite book. The shelves were filled
with all kinds of stories: theology texts and related concordances, books by British veterinarian
James Herriot, collections from
Shakespeare, Brothers Grimm
and other well-known storytellers.
There was also Journey Through
the Night by Anne DeVries (almost-required reading for children of Dutch immigrants), Underground to Canada by Barbara
Smucker, and personal accounts of
disability and caregiving in Power of the Powerless by Christo-

pher deVinck. These stories carried
me into another world, filled with
experiences and narratives that began to shape my perspective of the
world beyond our home.
ACCESSIBILITY OF STORY
Today, my own family of six has
created new memories with audiobooks and e-books. Specifically for Rachel and Janneke who
cannot pick up a book to read, I
am thankful for the easy access
to stories. Often in pain, Rachel’s
body physically settles with a
good story. We also know when
she’s tired of the story. She shakes
her head and rubs the palms of her
hands as if to say, “all done.”
Some of the stories the girls
hear are about two children who
travel through time and space to
experience the world and history. Another favourite is Out of
My Mind by Sharon Draper, a
story about a young girl who is
nonverbal and unable to commu-

nicate with her peers until she receives an augmentative communicative device.
AUTHENTIC PERSPECTIVE BUILDS DEEPER UNDERSTANDING
As a former teacher, I love how educator Emily Style has described the
importance of curriculum functioning both as a window (into the lives
of others) and as a mirror (self-reflection). Books fit into the heart of this
concept! Particularly in the last ten years, there have been numerous picture books and novels published about disability and by disabled persons,
allowing all of us the opportunity for deep and rich learning.
• Let’s Paint the Octopus Red by Stephanie Stuve-Bodeen is a gentle story
about a young girl learning her new baby brother has Down Syndrome.
• Not So Different is written by Shane Burcaw who has spinal muscular atrophy.
• The Girl Who Thought in Pictures by Julia Finley Mosca is the
story of Dr. Temple Grandin (scientist and autism self-advocate).
• Grandpa’s Music by Alison Acheson tells the story from a young
girl’s perspective of the changes seen in her grandfather who
has Alzheimer’s disease.

DIARIES OF A SLEEP DEPRIVED DAD
Brian Bork |

reviews@christiancourier.ca

Brian is CC’s Review Editor and a CRC chaplain at the University of Waterloo and
Wilfrid Laurier University.

I’M COMING TO THE END of a six-month parental leave. The time I’ve
been able to spend at home with my son has been a major gift, though
I do feel like I’ve spent the better part of it in a state of altered consciousness.
There’s a few reasons for that. For one, my regular day job doesn’t
happen at home, but at two universities. That means my life is usually
full of big ideas, hefty conversations, occasional debates and seminars, and working my way through the stack of books that always
teeters on an end table in my living room. I’ve been away from all that
during my leave. I’ve barely read a thing! (Though I’m not counting
Ten Little Fingers and Ten Little Toes, a baby book that I’m sure I’ve
read, aloud, at least 40 times lately). It’s as if I’ve detached the module in my brain concerned with that stuff and mothballed it away in
the closet, in the box with the scratchy winter woolens.
Couple that with the sleep deprivation that goes along with caring
for a teething, oft-fussy baby, and I feel like I’ve been looking at the
world with new, if heavy-lidded, eyes. Sleep deprivation is a powerful, world-altering thing. It has its negative side for sure – when I’m
tired, the slightest provocation can turn me into a bridge troll, whether it be from the lethargic driver in front of me, or some screech or
spilt bowl of Cheerios conjured up by my three-and-a-half-year-old.
Yet grouchiness isn’t the whole story; I’ve actually relished this new
outlook on life. Being too weary to take a left-brained, over-intel@ChrCourier
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lectualized approach to the world
has allowed a more intuitive, creative side to bloom. It’s produced
marvellous results in areas of my
life where I felt like I was spinning my wheels for some time.
My guitar playing has developed
dramatically, as I’ve been able to
experience music as less a series
of scales and arpeggios and more
tones and colours. A similar thing
has happened in the kitchen. I’ve
always loved cooking, but lately
I’ve discovered dishes and flavours that emerge from a more
intuitive approach of attending
to smell and sizzle, and less from
following a recipe like it’s a blueprint or engineering manual.
QUOTIDIAN MYSTERIES
What a funny thing perception
is. What we take as reality, what
we consider possible, is so dependent on the way we look at
the world, which is conditioned
by mood, disposition, and the accretion of experience and routine.

How parochial that all seems!
I once took a drawing class at
a local community art centre. In
the first class, the teacher had us
all draw a hand. Each student
dutifully produced an abstract
hand, fingers heavily outlined
and outstretched, like you might
see lit up at a pedestrian crossing.
Gently offering his disapproval,
our teacher said to hold up our
non-pencil hand instead, in front
of our face, wrist bent and fingers
curling in toward us, and to draw
that. Suddenly, we had to consider shadow and perspective. Such
was the difficulty of this task that
some of the students found their
fingers gradually spreading back
open as they scrawled, back to
the safe familiarity of that abstract hand.
There’s been a spate of books
published recently encouraging
us to seek spirituality in the ordinary, in the familiar, in the routine. In the quotidian mysteries,
as Kathleen Norris calls them.
They are marvellous books. I
do wonder though, what kind of
faith may grow if we boldly pray,

LASTING IMPACT
Mr. Fred Rogers, upon reading author Christopher deVinck’s story
about Oliver in Power of the Powerless writes, “Chris deVinck’s words
reach into that part of me where
tears are made and ever so gently
help me to cry – and to wonder if
there isn’t a part of each of us that
feels powerless and in need of unconditional acceptance.”
For my medically fragile complex care daughters whose physical
limitations challenge their scope of
life experiences, books can serve as
a window to the world. For all of
us challenged by the limitations of
our own personal experiences, stories can build capacity for empathy
and compassion as well as nudge
us to confront our own humanity.
The often unseen power in a narrative has the potential to create lasting impact for all who listen and all
who respond.

like some mystic of old, for a bit
of altered consciousness now
and again. I don’t know if sleep
deprivation is the ticket. I generally counsel students to get more
sleep, not less of it. But it seems
like some wonderful vistas can
appear when familiarity is shown
to be an illusion, when we see
the world slightly askew. More
of that, please: who knows what
reveries we may experience,
what radiant glory we may find
hiding in plain sight?
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GOD’S LANGUAGE SPOKEN EVERYWHERE
James Dekker |

jcdekker48@gmail.com

James is a retired pastor of the Christian Reformed Church. He hoped in vain to get
a preaching assignment on Pentecost so he could preach Pastor Wansink’s sermon
in English–with attribution of course.

IN MAY 2018, MY WIFE ROSE and
I travelled to the Netherlands for
a week-long boat and bike. After
completing the tour, we took the
Saturday morning train to Dordrecht to visit my second cousins
and the home of the 1618 Synod
of Dort. That afternoon, we visited the site of the long-destroyed
“Kloveniersdoelen,” where the
Synod met for six months of
theological fireworks. Ironically,
that large multi-purpose building
was most commonly used as a
target range for musketeers from
local militias.
The Synod’s opening worship
service in November 1618 met
four blocks away in the still intact fifteenth-century late-Gothic
“Grote Kerk,” built as the Roman Catholic “Church of Our
Dear Lady.” We walked there and
were welcomed with free coffee
and cookies. In the gift shop, I
bought eight slate coasters fabricated from pieces of the church’s
original roof; I trust they are as
advertised. We decided to meet
there the next day for Pentecost
worship.
A LIVELY LITURGY
When we showed up at 10:30 AM,
I never imagined that we’d join
more than 400 mixed-generation
worshipers in those ancient pews.
We heard well-known organist Cor
Ardesch accompany the choir and
congregation, witnessed a young
man’s profession of faith and
struggled gamely to understand the
16
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Dutch sermon. The crowning
touch was watching 11 children
return from their worship time
to send paper airplanes soaring
through the congregation, reminding us that the Gospel flies
all over God’s world.
With the liturgy, readings and
songs all printed in the 12-page
bulletin, the whole service was

Pastor Wansink’s sermon reminded us that the people of Babel
were not alone in their desire to
“make a name for themselves;”
comparable contemporary evils
enslave us today. We still try
to make names for ourselves
through our accomplishments
and wealth, often naming God in
vain for our purposes. Regardless,
God showed all people, tribes
and tongues the greatness of his
name by being the only master of
all cultures and languages. Thus
we live, “all together” (Acts 2:1)

God’s mighty deeds grow when we respond
in compassion to God’s one language for all.
as accessible as possible to this
third-generation Dutch-American-Canadian who knows
enough Dutch to get into trouble, but not out of it. The service moved familiarly from the
choir’s Call to Worship through
to Prayers of Confession. This
was followed by an antiphonal
reading of Psalm 68 and the
brief, stirring Song of Grace,
“Hallelujah, God’s breath fills
the whole earth, so all people
understand every word” (translation my own). After Pastor
Paul Wansink prayed, he read
Genesis 11’s Tower of Babel
account in a somber tone of
impending doom. His pitch
climbed half an octave when he
moved to Acts 2’s glorious Pentecost report. When the sermon
began, my cousin Ada handed
out peppermints. Some things
never change.
From Babel to Pentecost
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today in the world’s great diversity of languages and cultures, all
gifts from God, all hearing God’s
Word in our own tongues.
God’s church and people
spread God’s name by “building
a city,” a reference to US Episcopal Bishop Michael Curry’s challenge to Prince Harry and Megan
Markle in his wedding sermon
the day before. But building such
a city requires a new vision of
seeing Jesus who gives his Pentecost Spirit and shows his wounds
as a new vulnerable way to live.
God’s mighty deeds grow when
we respond in compassion to
God’s one language for all.
When the children returned
with their airplanes, we could
hear echoes of God’s language in
the congregation’s joyful laughter. I won’t worship in Dordrecht
this Pentecost, but I’ll never forget that God’s language speaks
everywhere every day.

PENTECOST FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
Brittney Salverda

Every morning as a family, we pray for the Holy Spirit to
help us act more like Jesus. I often say, "oh, I can see that the
Holy Spirit is working here or there or in you or in a sibling or
wherever.” I think the kids are really beginning to understand
who the Spirit is and why we need him! Pentecost is the perfect opportunity to spend a bit of extra time reflecting on the
Holy Spirit as a family. Here are a few suggestions:
• Celebrate the birthday of the church with a birthday party. Wear
hats that look a bit like flames and decorate with firey coloured
streamers. Eat cake!
• Fold origami birds and hand them around the house. Talk
about how the Spirit comes to us. Remember how the
Spirit came upon Jesus in the form of a dove.
• Pull up some images of Pentecost by gifted artists on
Google Images. Look. Admire. Compare and contrast
how the pictures highlight different parts of the story.
• Pray for each member of the family. Lay hands on each other
and ask Jesus to fill that person with the power of the Holy
Spirit. Discuss what some of the family's mission opportunities are, talk about what spiritual gifts are needed to do those
ministries well and pray for the Holy Spirit to come with
those gifts for the sake of the kingdom.
If you want to teach the kids in your life about the Holy
Spirit, you need to know and feel excited about what the
Holy Spirit is doing in your life! Consider taking a free
online crash course/refresher on the Holy Spirit offered by
Dunamis at prmi.org.
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JOB POSTINGS
CARPENTERS and LABOURERS
Graceview Enterprises Inc. is seeking motivated and committed individuals to fill Carpenter and Labourer positions. We specialise in the construction of churches, schools,
retirement living, community centres and similar projects in southwestern Ontario. Positions will provide opportunity for growth, career advancement and apprenticeships.
We offer competitive wages, health benefits and a safe working environment.
Email Resume to: jobs@graceview.com
Graceview Enterprises Inc.
50432 Yorke Line, Belmont, ON N0L 1B0
Email: jobs@graceview.com Website: www.graceview.com
Only those selected for an interview will be contacted.
SITE SUPERVISOR
Graceview Enterprises is seeking a motivated and committed individual to fill the position
of Site Supervisor. We specialise in the construction of institutional projects: churches,
schools, community centres and similar projects in southwestern Ontario. Job Requirements would include supervision of sub trades and own forces, commitment to health and
safety, carpentry, layout, co-ordination and scheduling of work. This position will provide
opportunity for growth and career advancement. We offer competitive wages, health benefits and a safe working environment.
Email Resume to: jobs@graceview.com
Graceview Enterprises Inc.
50432 Yorke Line, Belmont, ON N0L 1B0
Email: jobs@graceview.com
Website: www.graceview.com
Only those selected for an interview will be contacted.
ACCOUNTING CLERK
Wholesale nursery looking for an Accounting Clerk to assist the Controller in our day-today accounting, finance, and general administrative activities. Confidentiality, excellent
organizational skills and attention to detail are critical qualifications for this role, as well as
good customer relations and strong written and oral communication skills. The ideal candidate for this position is a multitasker with excellent accounting knowledge and business
judgement and a commitment to excellent customer service and meeting deadlines.
Duties and Responsibilities:
• Performing full cycle bookkeeping processes (A/P, A/R, Bank reconciliations etc.)
• Preparing monthly statements, including trial balances cash flow, profit and loss statements and balance sheets
• Processing payroll and preparation of remittances
• Maintaining staff files, including time sheet monitoring, vacation and sick day records,
other taxable benefits
• Maintaining and preparing Excel spreadsheets
• Preparing / filing WSIB reports and remittances
• Preparing / filing HST, T4s and remittances
• Preparing accounting records for corporation year ends
Qualifications Required:
• 2+ years of full cycle bookkeeping experience
• Experience using Sage Business Vision an asset
• Excellent general computer skills including Microsoft Office and cloud-based systems
• Demonstrated ability to identify problems and implement solutions
• Demonstrated ability to manage multiple tasks and meet deadlines
Skills Required
• Strong interpersonal skills, able to interact well with a variety of people
• Highly detail-oriented with a high degree of accuracy
• Excellent time management, multi-tasking ability and strong analytical skills
• A high degree of honesty, integrity, discretion and confidentiality is required
Remuneration will be commensurate with experience and qualifications, including a complete benefits package. Resumes can be emailed to hr@willowbrooknurseries.com, dropped
off between the hours of 7:30-5:00 Monday to Friday, or mailed to the attention of Human
Resources at:
Willowbrook Nurseries Inc.
935 Victoria Ave., Fenwick, ON L0S 1C0
(No phone calls please) We thank you for your application, however only those considered
will be notified.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR Full-Time – Permanent
YFC Winnipeg is a leader of innovation and excellence as it seeks
to fulfill its’ mission of reaching youth for Christ. As a Christian
non-profit charity, YFC Winnipeg has become one of the largest
YFC programs in North America with 8 locations, 80 staff and 400
volunteers serving over 10,000 youth annually through a diverse number of programs with
a budget of $4.5 Million. Youth for Christ Winnipeg is seeking an Executive Director to
continue to lead and direct this strong organization into the future.
Reporting to the Board of Directors, the Executive Director is responsible for the overall
“Spiritual Leadership” for the mission of “evangelism and discipleship of youth” which
includes: coordination, direction, and management of YFC activities; policy and program
development and implementation; human and financial resources management and public
relations.
The Executive Director acts as a catalyst in developing ministry direction, ministry oversight, ministry effectiveness and strategic plans, assists in Board development, development of Board policies and is responsible for policy implementation.
The Executive Director will drive program thrusts that provide evangelism and discipleship opportunities, monitor and assesses program impacts against the mission of YFC and
propose new program or replacement options or improvements to enhance the mission of
YFC. The candidate will play a critical role in budgeting and fundraising with emphasis on
major donors, to ensure the financial support of the organization and its’ programs and to
fund both the mission and capital projects approved by the board.
The Executive Director is responsible for the successful recruitment of experienced and
qualified staff who come with a sense of spiritual calling. They are to ensure healthy public
relations, appropriate communication with ministry stakeholders, lobbying on behalf of
YFC and oversee special events that help promote the ministry of YFC and ensure the image of YFC is maintained in a positive light. They are to ensure execution of the mission.
The Executive Director must live in vital union with Jesus Christ, be an active participant
in a local church and have a clear spiritual calling to Christian ministry.
As Youth for Christ is a faith-based organization, a successful candidate must be able to
affirm and support our organization’s statement of faith, community commitment and be
committed to our mission. We are passionate about our goal of youth finding Hope in Jesus
and becoming lifelong followers of Jesus.
If you are interested in applying for this position, please send your resume and cover letter
to the attention of Sharon Klassen, Human Resources Director at Sharon@yfcwinnipeg.ca.

VACATIONS
HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION
IN HOLLAND
with vehicle rentals and tours.
chestnutlane.nl

Bracebridge, Muskoka

Plan a successful vacation at our resort
known for it’s Dutch Hospitality. Reasonable rates for cottage rentals. Excellent for
camping, swimming and fishing (ideal for
group camping). Showers available. “Little
Europe” is located 10 km. east of Hwy 11 on
Hwy 118 East, past the Muskoka Airport.
Roel & Riet Bakema
Ph: 705-645-2738
Little Europe Resort
ittLe1033urope
esort
Ashley Lane, RR 3
and Bracebridge
raiLer ON
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News

STORMS OF INJUSTICE
What Mozambique can teach us about the effects of
climate change. | Jason Horlings
In March and April, millions of Mozambicans were hit by two very
powerful cyclones. First, Beira, a city of half a million people living
on a strip of low-lying coastal land took an almost direct hit as cyclone
Idai made its way towards Zimbabwe. Second, fishing communities
on an archipelago and a remote coastal area of northern Mozambique
were hit by 220 km/h winds and torrential rain from cyclone Kenneth,
the strongest cyclone to ever hit Mozambique. Never has Mozambique
been battered by two cyclones of such intensity in one year.
Taken together, these cyclones killed 648 people in Mozambique,
destroyed or severely damaged the homes of 1.4 million people and
devastated the agricultural and fishery livelihoods of millions (UN
OCHA). So much sudden suffering for the precarious lives of Mozambicans. At least one mother gave birth in a tree, only to watch her
newborn be swept away by the waters below her. Unbearable heartbreak. Meanwhile, Amelia and her two-year-old son climbed a mango
tree where she successfully delivered her daughter Sara. Unbelievable
resilience.
BEHIND THE AFTERMATH
Cyclones have always developed in the tropical waters of the Indian
Ocean, but the unprecedented intensity of these storms is not random
– and neither is it fair for Mozambique. Climate change is causing the
Indian ocean to warm up, giving more energy to storms. The resulting
winds and rains are more violent and destructive than usual just as
in the storm Mozambique recently endured. This crisis, of course,
has not been caused by Mozambicans, but by people such as Can-
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Flooding caused by Cyclone Idai. Photo credit- BBC.

adians and Americans who emit
over 50 times as much CO2 per
capita than Mozambicans. For
those who have not contributed
unsustainable levels of greenhouse gas emissions and whose
vulnerability rises every year that
climate change intensifies, it is
deeply unjust.
In response to these cyclones
and the increasing destruction
and vulnerability that climate
change brings, ordinary farming
and fishing Mozambicans have
turned to their government, only
to find government officials helping themselves over the past five
years. In 2016, it came to light
that the Mozambican government took out $2 billion USD in
secret loans in 2013-2014 ostensibly to buy equipment and set-up
three state-owned companies. In
reality, a quarter of that amount

bought equipment (almost entirely of no use), about $200 million
paid inflated fees to the lending
banks, and $1.3 billion has never
been accounted for. It likely went
to a number of government and
business elites in Mozambique
and was used for secret weapons
purchases. To put these amounts
in context, in the span of two
years the Mozambican government effectively stole over six
times the amount it spends on
health care each year for its 30
million people. A staggering injustice.
Responding to disasters is
daunting. Seeing the injustice
and suffering can discourage us
from taking action, but God asks
us to “learn to do right; seek justice. Defend the oppressed” (Isa.
1:17). In response to the climate
change injustice, there are per-

sonal and public policy decisions
we can make and support (which
have been covered by others at
times in this publication, see
“God’s World,” April 22, 2019
or “A Carbon Tax for Canada,”
Dec. 10, 2018). In response to
obscene government corruption,
we can be steadfast supporters
of non-government organizations
(NGO) that provide disaster relief, recovery and the long-term
development that people deserve
when their own governments fail
them. It is estimated that under a
quarter of the funding needed for
disaster response and recovery
has been received. In Canada,
consider supporting a NGO you
typically donate to that is responding to these cyclones or the
Humanitarian Coalition (https://
www.humanitariancoalition.ca)
which is a consortium of Canadian organizations collectively
organizing their response.
Jason Horlings
Jason lives in Ottawa where
he works to support international development, including responding to the
impacts of climate change.
Previously, he worked for
World Renew in Mozambique
& Malawi.

